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Abstract
Francis turbines operating in part load conditions experiences cavitating vortex rope in the draft tube
resulting from the swirling flow at the runner outlet. This cavitating vortex rope induces convective and
synchronous pressure fluctuations at the precession frequency. The fluctuating synchronous
component, comprised between 0.2 and 0.4 times the turbine rotational speed, corresponds to a forced
excitation for the entire hydraulic system including the turbine itself. The synchronous component
propagates through the entire hydraulic circuit and may lead to hydroacoustic resonance if the part load
excitation frequency matches with one of the hydraulic system natural frequencies or even the natural
frequencies of the synchronous generator.
The paper presents a simplified analytical method to assess the resonance risk of the hydraulic system
at early stage of a project. This method is based on a first estimation of the hydraulic system natural
frequencies which is achieved from hydroacoustic properties of the hydraulic system such as pipe
length, cross section area and wave speed, see Figure 1. The cavitating draft tube is modelled with
equivalent wave speed representative of the cavitation compliance and with a hydraulic inductance
representative to the draft tube water inertia.
The accuracy of this method is evaluated by comparison with a detailed frequency analysis, giving
eigenmodes frequencies and shapes of the system, for 3 Francis turbine hydraulic systems featuring
different hydraulic layouts in terms of tailrace tunnel’s length and diameter, see Figure 2. The simplified
methodology provides reasonably good results to identify potential risk of resonance at early stage of
the project.
The proposed analytical method for Francis turbine part load resonance risk analytical assessment is
included as ANNEXE E.2 of the draft technical specification (DTS) of the new IEC Technical
Specification 62882 ED1 entitled “Hydraulic machines – Technical specification for Francis turbine
pressure fluctuation” to be issued in 2020.
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Figure 1 Hydraulic system modelled by an equivalent pipe and corresponding modes shapes for the
first and second natural frequencies.

Figure 2 Hydraulic systems 1 with penstock, Francis turbine and draft tube (top) and hydraulic
systems 2 and 3 with additional tailrace pipe (bottom).
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Abstract
The strong commitment on low carbon energy mix is leading to the disconnection of so-called
conventional units, as greenhouse gases emitters, and to the massive integration of intermittent
renewable energies, such as wind and solar sources. Following these changes, a considerable
mismatch between power generation and consumption is noted and must be compensated to guarantee
the grid stability.
In this context, hydropower units can have a key role to support the electrical grid by balancing
consumption and production thanks to their capability to perform a flexible operation. However, to
achieve this flexibility, the hydraulic turbines are required to operate in non-optimal conditions. For
Francis turbines, the acceptable operating range is limited by the drastic decrease of the turbine
efficiency or by the development of flow instabilities inducing cavitation and pressure pulsations, risking
damage and reducing the life span of the unit.
When Francis turbines operate at full load, a residual swirl flow leaves the runner, leading to an
axisymmetric cavitation vortex rope that may enter in self-oscillation. Therefore, the behaviour of this
vortex rope allows distinguishing two types of flow regimes at full load conditions: stable and unstable.
The turbine can operate normally at stable full load conditions, with a small decrease of efficiency if
compared to the best efficiency point. On the contrary, as the discharge increases and the unit enters
in the unstable full load regime, the system becomes self-excited and experiences unacceptable
pressure pulsations and power swings.
Current researches focus on the modelling and prediction of the development of this instability during
the full load operation, but it remains challenging to determine the root cause of its development and at
which point exactly the turbine will move from a stable to an unstable operating condition. This transition
point must be known by the plant operators if they attempt to gain in flexibility by operating the turbines
in their maximum, but safe, power generation limit.
In this research work, the transition from a stable to an unstable full load condition due to an increase in
discharge is investigated by performing prototype on-site and reduced scale model experimental tests.
By using the measurements on the reduced scale model and 1-D numerical models of both the reduced
scale model and the turbine prototype, eigenvalue calculations are performed to predict the discharge
value of transition from stable to unstable conditions. The transition point on the prototype is then
predicted with a small deviation. Transient simulations in the time domain are performed replicating the
self-exciting behavior of the unstable full load condition.
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Abstract
Une pompe centrifuge monoétagée à aspiration en bout, de vitesse spécifique Ns=25, a été testée
avec une proportion d’air arrivant en entrée. Le comportement hydraulique de la pompe a été
mesuré, à savoir maintien, baisse transitoire, ou perte totale du débit. L’effet du type de circuit a été
particulièrement examiné. Il s’avère que la présence d’une perte de charge statique réduit les
quantités d’air admissibles à l’aspiration. Les deux orientations de l’axe (verticale et horizontale) ont
été testées et présentent d’importantes différences. L’extension aux pompes multiétagées est une
perspective.
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ABSTRACT
A two dimensional linear stability analysis is performed to predict the characteristics of rotating stall in a wide
radial vaneless diffuser. The growth rate, the characteristic time, the propagation velocity of the instability
together with velocity and pressure fluctuations at slightly unstable flow conditions are determined.
Comparisons with existing experimental results near the threshold of the instability indicate a good agreement
with linear theory. A kinetic energy budget analysis of the perturbed flow field is proposed in order to shed light
on the physical origin of the instability. An analysis of the time characteristics associated with the instability is
also conducted to understand the origin of the onset of the instability.
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Abstract

Kaplan turbine runner hydrofoil characteristics depends on hydrofoil shape. We
varied position of maximum thickness on the hydrofoil, hydrofoil curvature and radius
of leading edge. Compared were hydrofoils A with maximum thickness located in the
middle of the hydrofoil and B with maximum thickness located closer to the leading
edge.
The hydrofoil B design relative to the hydrofoil A features a decrease of absolute
velocity in a broad region from the point of maximum thickness to the trailing edge.
Decrease of velocity results in favourable pressure conditions. Therefore, the
hydrofoil B has from the viewpoint of cavitation inception, an advantage in this region
relative to the hydrofoil A. The hydrofoil A features favourable pressure conditions in
the initial section from the leading edge to maximum thickness point. The area of this
region is small in comparison with area behind. Previous discussion is valid for the
best efficiency point. When operating away from optimal conditions, the large radius
of the leading edge, influenced by the shift in the max thickness of hydrofoil B toward
leading edge, helps mitigate unfavourable flow conditions and flow separation close
to the leading edge.
Turbine runners with hydrofoils A and B were manufactured such that the profiles
were superimposed on the curvature of the runner at 95% radius. Both runners were
manufactured using the same production methods and materials.
Experimental analysis was performed on the standardised test rig according to IEC
60193 standard and in the cavitation tunnel.
Measurements were performed for entire operating range for hydrofoil A. For
hydrofoil B, measurements were performed at 25 ° blade angle only. Because turbine
runners are not the same, measurements cannot be compared for the same flow and
pressure coefficients. Results of turbine testing in test rig show increase of efficiency
at high flow numbers for turbine runner with hydrofoil B. In addition to standardised
measurements, a series of images were recorded, triggered at the same angular
position of runne
-η cavitation curves for pressure coefficient
0,2857 and discuss intensity and location of cavitation on runners with hydrofoils A
and B (Figure 1). In a wide interval of cavitation number, different cavitation
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structures were observed on both hydrofoils including incipient, partial cavitation such
as sheet cavitation, intermittent cavitation, cavitation clouds, and supercavitation.
In cavitation tunnel visualization of cavitation clouds was performed for a selection of
operating pressures, cavitation numbers and flow rates (sample image is shown in
Fig. 2). One hydrofoil of each type was mounted in the cavitation tunnel at the same
time. A series of images were recorded using a high-speed camera for each
operating point of both hydrofoils. Image series show decreased amount of void
fraction for the hydrofoil B. From the series of images, average cavitation image was
calculated, and cavitation length was estimated. Estimated lengths of cavitation
clouds for hydrofoil B are in all operating points shorter than for hydrofoil A.

Figure 1. σ-η cavitation curves for pressure coefficient 0,2857

Figure 2. Sample images of cavitation on hydrofoils A and B for similar operating
points. Above: hydrofoil A with Q = 110.2 m3/h, pabs = 65000 Pa and σ = 3.38.
Below: hydrofoil B with Q = 112.4 m3/h, pabs = 65000 Pa and σ = 3.25.
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Abstract
To the best of our knowledge, no sensor or system dedicated to direct monitoring of the
development of the cavitation phenomenon in hydraulic machines, which reduces machine
lifespan, exists on the market today. As part of our work, a complete non-intrusive system
(sensor and measurement chain, monitoring system hardware and software) was deployed
on a pump at prototype scale measurements were taken throughout one complete operating
season. Post-processing of the huge amount of collected data proved to be non-trivial as the
presence of various signatures from the in-situ environment in the signals obtained did not
facilitate this task. The objective of this work is the development of a methodology for the
post-processing of signals from non-intrusive sensors using a test bench that enables realtime monitoring of cavitation in hydropower plants.
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First detection insights - Identified differences between a cavitation-free
and a cavitating flow state on the waveforms and on the spectrograms
of structural vibrations and airborne noise.
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Suppressing Tip Vortex Cavitation by Winglets
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Abstract. Despite the numerous remedies prescribed so far, Tip Vortex Cavitation (TVC) remains a
major issue in design and operation of diverse applications. In this paper, we experimentally investigate
the effectiveness of winglets in suppressing TVC. An elliptical hydrofoil is selected as the baseline
geometry and various winglets are realized by bending the last 5 or 10% of the span at ±45° and ±90°
dihedral angles. To better focus on the physics of the problem, we have intentionally avoided any
optimization on geometries and our winglets are only smooth non-planar extensions of the original
cross-section. Modifying no more than 3.7% of the lifting surface, lift-and-drag force measurements
demonstrate that the hydrodynamic performances of the winglet-equipped hydrofoils are not
substantially different from the baseline. Nevertheless, cavitation inception-desinence tests reveal
undeniable advantages achieved by the winglets in TVC alleviation. It is found that the 10%-bent 90°
winglets are more effective than the 45° cases, with -90° (bent down toward the pressure-side)
performing superior to +90°. For instance, the 90°-bent-downward winglet reduces the TVC inception
index from 2.5 for the baseline down to 0.8 (a reduction of 68%) at 15 m/s freestream velocity and 14°
incidence angle. In addition, the study on the bending length effect conducted for the 90° configurations
shows that the 5%-bent winglets are not as striking as the 10% ones. Employing Stereo-PIV technique,
the influence of winglets on non-cavitating flow structures is examined. For the most effective winglet
(10%-bent 90°-downward), we observe that the maximum tangential velocity of the tip vortex falls to
almost half of the baseline and the vortex core size increases significantly (by almost 70%). These effects
are accompanied by a tangible reduction in the axial velocity component at the vortex core leading to
further mitigation of TVC.
Keywords: tip vortex cavitation, winglet, dihedral angle, inception and desinence, lift and drag,
velocimetry measurements.

TVC visualization for different hydrofoils at α = 12°, σ = 1.2, and Re = 900,000
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Cavitation phenomenon is vastly present in different technical devices such as hydrofoils, pumps
and convergent-divergent nozzles observed in various fields of engineering. One particular field of
interest is the cavitation in the low pressure stage of a fuel pump, located at the interface between the
aircraft and its engine. Cavitation phenomenon can generate vibrations, noise, and instabilities in the
flow, which can reduce the main fuel pump hydraulic performance. Moreover, a degassing phenomenon
from the aircraft fuel can take place during aircraft climbing. As a result, both phenomena can be
coupled, which can lead to the emergence of a complex multiphase flow, which needs a thorough
research and exploration.
An experimental work is conducted on two 3-bladed axial inducers of a low pressure stage fuel
pump at partial flow rates in cavitating and non-cavitating regimes for two different working fluid.
The two different fluid are: water with added dissolved CO2 and a jet fuel. Futhermore, two different
procedures will be tested, for the first procedure, the depressure is achieved with a vacuum pump,
for the second procedure it is done by closing an upstream valve. Typical Net Positive Suction
Head (NPSH) curves and characteristic curves are obtained for numerous rotational rate and flow
coefficient. The resulting cavitation inception and dynamics are different for each case study. The
cavitation dynamics is observed by means of a high-speed camera.
The experiments were conducted in a closed water loop at Dynfluid’s facility. The latter consists
of a 1000 L fuel tank and a test section, where the three-bladed inducer is located in a 80 mm diameter
circular duct. The test section is transparent in order to perform visualization with the high-speed
camera at a sampling rate of 1 kHz. Additionally, the outer casing of the test section has a rectangular
shape to minimize the effect of a light refraction. The high-speed camera is not fixed on the loop,
so that any vibrations from the rotating machinery can be omitted. The water temperature is equal
to 18◦ C ± 1◦ C and it is constantly monitored during the tests. The inducer rotating speed ranges
from 0 rpm to 8000 rpm ± 10 rpm. One of the water tank is partially filled with liquid so that a free
surface is created inside. A vacuum pump is connected to the free surface in order to decrease the
pressure in the system and to simulate the aircraft climbing in altitude. Moreover, a specific device is
placed in one of the tanks in order to inject a controlled quantity of CO2 and to dissolve it in water.
The valve needed for the ARP procedure is mounted at almost 26 DH upstream the test section. The
fluid motion can be achieved by the inducer only or by a coupling with a centrifugal pump present in
the loop. The flow rate ranges from 0 m3 · h−1 to 40 m3 · h−1 . In the present study, the centrifugal
pump is used for fluid flows higher than 10 m3 · h−1 . It has been verified that there is no impact on the
inducer hydraulic performances when the centrifugal pump is activated. The fluid flow is controlled
by multiple manual valves. The pressure measurements are taken on multiple locations: 20 DH in
1

upstream the inducer and 11.25 DH downstream. There are also two average pressure tap locations,
which are located 1 DH upstream the tip leading edge of the inducer, the one at the outlet is at
0.75 DH downstream.
The NPSH curves and ARP curves are plotted for various inducer operating points. The similarity
of these curves is dependent on the properties of the working fluid. In fact, for the case with gassed
water the procedure does not change the performance of the inducer at a given running condition.
While for the jet fuel case, differences in the cavitation inception and more, can be found.
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Figure 1: Schematic view of the Dynfluid test facility. The flow direction is indicated with the flesh.
The injection of CO2 takes place on the bottom of tank A. The circuit pressure is driven by the
vacuum pump. The test section is fully transparent between tank A and tank B.

Figure 2: Different views of the inducer U1
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Cavitation, a complicated multiphase flow involving evaporation and condensation, attracts a lot of attention because
of unsteady characteristics and destructive effect, known as erosion in the area of industrial engineering. In the present
study, unsteady cavitating turbulent flow was investigated numerically, including shedding characteristics, vortex
structures and pressure fluctuations.
Firstly, various turbulence models are compared (k-ε, RNG k-ε, SST k-ω model and PANS model) and different
modifications (Density correction DCM, Filter-based FBM and Mixed filter correction DCM FBM ) are employed to
investigate more in deep to what extent the RANS are applicable to simulate the unsteady cavitating flow around
hydrofoils.
These models are tested on the Delft Twist-11 hydrofoil, shown in Fig. 1 (a). The hydrofoil is a wing having a
rectangular platform of a NACA0009 section with varying attack angles from 0° at the side section to 11° in the midsection. The chord length is c = 0.15 m and the span length is 0.3 m. The attack angle of the entire hydrofoil was -2°
and the inflow velocity was Vin = 6.97 m/s. For a second test, a Clark-Y hydrofoil is considered (Fig. 1(b)) with a
chord length equal to 100 mm and an inlet velocity fixed at 8.3 m/s with low turbulence intensity. For both foils, the
static pressured is used for outlet based on the cavitation number σ.
The predicted vapor shedding frequency and lift force coefficient are compared with the experimental data. The results
show that density correction (DCM) SST is closer to the experimental data and cavitating field, including the formation,
development and collapse of the main cavity, is reproduced successfully as well.

(a) Delft Twist-11

(b) Clark-Y
Fig. 1. Computational domain.

In Fig. 2, three typical instant cavity structures are captured and match well with the experimental observation,
including primary shedding at the minimum vapor volume, main cavity shedding at the maximum vapor volume and
main cavity collapses together with the secondary cavity shedding. Red dotted line (--) well shows the formation,
development and collapse of the main cavity. Firstly, the pressure distribution, on the hydrofoil surface highlights a
strong adverse pressure gradient at the ending of the cavity, forcing a reverse flow into the vapor region. The reverse
flow plays a contributory factor to the primary cavity shedding when it moves upstream along the suction surface. The
cavity then changes rapidly from smooth pockets of vapor to highly turbulent vapor clouds. Consequently, a new
cavity is seen to be growing from the leading edge and it has a concave shape of the closure line. Downstream the
main flow, there is much more turbulent vapor shedding. After that, the sheet cavity grows slowly and the shedding
vapor cloud quickly shrinks and finally collapses above the rear part. Also, due to the interaction between side reverse
and the radially-diverging reverse jet, the secondary cavity is shed.
Moreover, Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), Bispecturm and Dynamic mode decomposition (DMD) analyses show the
existence of harmonics of the shedding frequency, of which the twice and triple frequency are well performed but
only the fundamental frequency dominates the cavitating field.
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Fig. 2. Snapshots of the predicted cavity shapes in two consecutive cycles of twisted foil.

For the second test, a Clark-Y hydrofoil the vapor shedding process is compared with experiment in Fig. 3 to highlight
the good ability of the model to predict the formation, development and collapse of the main cavity.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of vapor shedding between calculation and experiment.
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Etude numérique de l’endommagement d’une paroi solide par le collapse d’une bulle
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Ce travail s'inscrit dans le contexte d'étude des effets néfastes du collapse violent de structures
diphasiques sur le fonctionnement et la durée de vie de dispositifs industriels et systèmes
énergétiques du domaine des transports (turbopompes, injecteurs de carburant, hélices…). En
effet l'implosion de bulles de gaz apparaissant au sein de ces composants génère des pics de
pression et de température de très forte amplitude ainsi qu'un phénomène de micro-jets à
grande vitesse pouvant perturber le fonctionnement, dégrader les performance et endommager
les parois solides.
On s'intéressera à l'étude d'une configuration académique mettant en jeu le collapse d'une bulle
isolée, située près d’une paroi, impactée par une onde de choc normale. Ce cas a été simulé au
moyen du code diphasique compressible SCB, développé à Pprime et ICUBE, résolvant un
système moyenné 1-fluide homogène composé par trois lois de conservation (masse,
momentum et énergie) de mélange et une équation de transport de la fraction volumique de gaz.
La discrétisation, en volumes finis, fait intervenir un solveur de Riemann de type HLLC extrapolé
pour obtenir l’ordre 2.
Une première étude a été menée pour comparer le collapse d’une bulle cylindrique (2D) avec le
cas sphérique (3D). Le cas correspond aux conditions de l’expérience de Bourne&Field avec
une paroi localisée à une distance de 1.66 diamètres de bulle. On se focalise sur l’évolution de
la pression en paroi maximale relevée pendant le collapse (voir figure 1).

Figure 1: Evolution du maximum de la pression en paroi au cours du collapse : à gauche cas 2D
et à droite cas 3D.
En 2D, le pic le plus important dû à l’impact d’ondes de choc secondaires avoisine les 110,000
bar alors qu’il dépasse 300,000 bar dans le cas 3D, soit un écart de 200%. Les effets
tridimensionnels sont spectaculaires et la question de la pertinence des études du collapse en
2D se pose.

Dans un deuxième temps, un couplage faible fluide-structure a été mis en place en 2D via le
code éléments finis FreeFem++ résolvant une équation d’élasticité. On utilise le champ de
pression pariétale côté fluide comme condition d’entrée pour le calcul de déformation dans le
solide. Le cas mise en place par Paquette est simulé. Le champ de contrainte et la possibilité de
déformation plastique sont étudiés (voir figure 2).

Figure 2: Champ de pression et gradient de masse volumique dans le fluide (à gauche) et
champ de contrainte de von Mises dans le solide (à droite).
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Abstract
The need to model cavitation inside centrifugal pumps using a one-dimensional two-fluid six-equation approach
came from design and safety studies conducted at the French Alternative Energies and Atomic Energy Commission
(CEA) on a Generation IV nuclear reactor concept in France. Those studies involve two-phase thermal-hydraulic
simulations of the whole reactor, that is a system scale analysis. In France, the CATHARE code is used as a
reference in such a context. It describes the flow and energy exchange using a two-fluid six-equation approach for
all components that can be found in hydraulic circuits (pipes, capacities…). Using such a flow model, mechanical
and thermal desequilibria can be simulated. For pipes, the balance equations are discretized according to a onedimensional approach, where the mesh is following a mean flow path. A curvilinear abscissa is then considered.
This flow model has recently been extended to the modelling of rotodynamic pumps [1] in order to predict pump
performances in various situations, such as off-design conditions, occurrence of cavitation and accidental
behaviours in general. Part of this work was the development of a cavitation model adapted to this flow resolution,
which is presented here. Before this proposal, the degradation of pump performances observed in two-phase flow
conditions could not be simulated for sodium cooled Gen. IV reactor concept pumps. Indeed, introducing singlephase pump head and torque characteristics was the only option [2]. Now, a solution which enables simulating
reactor transients with only a pump geometry as input data and allowing two-phase calculations has been proposed.
A reevaluated saturation temperature 𝑇𝑠𝑎𝑡 + 𝛿𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑣 is estimated [3], considering that cavitation first occurs only locally
in the impeller inter-blade channel. This reevaluation is needed due to the 1D mesh applied to the inter-blade
channel, where each cell corresponds to a radially average section of the channel. As the mass transfer from liquid
to vapor due to global circuit depressurization in a pipe is governed by interface heat fluxes in this 1D 2-fluid 6equation flow modelling, we built a similar interface heat flux to model the mass transfer due to cavitation [3]. An
additional phase change treatment has to be done in the pump impeller to avoid a violent condensation of the vapor
generated by cavitation at highly undersaturated conditions and low void fractions. The condensation liquid to
interface heat flux is then reduced in the impeller part.
Qualification has started on a centrifugal pump geometry for which one-phase and two-phase cavitating
performance data are available. Pressure is progressively decreased to observe pump performance degradation
due to cavitation with different flow rate conditions. Ability of the 1D pump model to simulate cavitation is shown.
The starting point of the degradation is captured and a pump head drop can be observed in the simulation but is
slightly underestimated compared to the experiment. By recently modelling a Sodium Fast Reactor primary pump,
we noticed that for sodium fluid applications, constants of the model needed to be modified. This suggests that
some futher work has to be done in order to generalize the model to all fluids of interest by introducing relevant
non-dimensional numbers if possible. This is under investigation. Final goal of this project is the simulation of system
scale transients under cavitating conditions such as a pump fast startup within a water fluid loop or a primary pump
seizure in a sodium cooled reactor involving other pumps working in parallel.
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Cavitation dans un bulbe de décollement laminaire
F. Ravelet, A. Danlos, K. Croci, S. Khelladi
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La cavitation par poches attachées est largement
étudiée dans des écoulements turbulents d’eau. La
présence de petites bulles de séparation laminaire
sur des profils favorise les conditions d’apparition et
d’attachement de ces poches. A plus forte dépression, ces poches croissent et deviennent instables,
produisant des lâchers périodiques de nuages de cavitation. Deux phénomènes sont à l’origine de ces
lâchers : un phénomène inertiel de jet rentrant, ou
bien un mécanisme d’onde de condensation remontant la poche. Ces mécanismes font l’objet de nombreuses études, toutes à très grand nombre de Reynolds.

haut), on observe des lâchers intermittents de tourbillons cavitants dans le sillage de la poche. A partir d’un nombre de Reynolds de l’ordre de 2000,
un mécanisme de lâchers très périodique se met en
place, et la croissance des poches est plus douce
(voir Fig. 1, bas).

Dans l’étude présente, des huiles silicones sont
utilisées dans une géométrie de type venturi de
faible dimension, afin d’explorer les limites d’apparition, la croissance et éventuellement la dynamique de poches de cavitation attachées dans de
grands bulbes de décollement laminaires. La plage
de nombres de Reynolds explorée s’étend de 350
à 2200. Différents types de structures sont observés, sous forme de tétards accrochés aux parois latérales, de poches attachées légèrement en aval de
l’arrête du venturi, et de poches attachées sur la
partie de veine située au dessus du venturi et dans
les coins (Croci et al., CAV2018). Des simulations
numériques, des mesures de pression, ainsi que des
visualisations au moyen de deux caméras rapides
permettent d’attribuer les tétards au phénomène
de dégazage, et les poches attachées au col à de
la cavitation. Les poches supérieures latérales sont
liées à un décollement secondaire induit par le décollement principal et sont visibles dans une bande
restreinte de nombres de Reynolds. (Croci et al.,
Phys. Fluids, 2019).
Les poches développées à bas nombre de Reynolds n’ont pas de dynamique notoire et tran- Figure 1 – Exemple de vues de dessus et latérales.
sitent brutalement vers la supercavitation. Pour un
nombre de Reynolds de l’ordre de 1200 (voir Fig. 1,
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Abstract

The collapse of cavitation bubbles near walls is one of the major reasons for failure of
technical devices involving the processing of liquids at large pressure differences.
The bubble dynamics during the collapse shows two fundamental phenomena during
the non-spherical cavitation bubble collapse process: first the development of highspeed jets and second the release of shock-waves upon final bubble collapse. As a
consequence of collapsing vapour cavities in cavitating flow near solid boundaries,
high pressure impact loads are generated. These pressure loads are believed to be
responsible for the erosive damages on solid surface observed in most applications.
We investigate numerically the dynamics of collapsing bubble, initially in a simple
geometry, which is a single vapour bubble in an unconfined liquid collapsing due to
the pressure difference between the bubble and surrounding liquid. The numerical
approach employs a simplified homogeneous mixture or ‘single fluid’ model with
barotropic assumption in a fully compressible finite volume solver. The results of the
numerical method are validated against the well-known Rayleigh collapse of a 2D
and 3D vapour bubble. It is then used for the simulation of a 2D vapour bubble
collapsing in the proximity of a deformable solid boundary placed at a specified
distance from the bubble.
The developed compressible cavitation solver in the CFD code YALES2 will be
further used to simulate the cavitation in a flow around an obstacle.
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The increasing need in energy storage is driven by the emergence of energy transition. Energy storage is necessary to integrate
renewable energy into the grid. These energy sources are not permanent and the use of energy storage ensures the grid stability.
REMORA, a new underwater isothermal compressed air energy storage is developed by the company Segula Technologies
(Figure 1). The innovation of the system is based on using a special liquid piston that allows an isothermal compression of the air
with an efficiency up to 98,5%. REMORA is composed by a platform with a capacity of 15MW where the system’s elements,
such as the hydraulic, electrical and pneumatic system are set. The platform is connected to underwater tanks located at a water
depth between 70 and 200 m. This energy storage is a sea-based system so it benefits from the sea properties like small variations
of the water temperature and a high thermal exchange capacity. Moreover, the hydrostatic pressure allows to keep constant the air
pressure in underwater tanks.
The energy is stored in the system in the form of compressed air. To achieve this, the electricity excess drives the centrifugal
pump of the system, that transfer seawater into the liquid pistons. Afterwards, the air compression is realized in liquid pistons and
then sent into the underwater tanks. This process is reversible and allows to convert compressed air that has been stored in the
underwater tanks, into electricity through the same elements. The centrifugal pumps work as turbines (PAT) by changing the
rotational direction of the impeller and reversing the pump inlet and outlet. A low and a high pressure PAT relay each other to fill
or to empty each liquid piston one after the other respectively in pump mode or turbine mode. Each liquid piston is associated
with one valve per pump which are opened and closed successively depending on the air compression or expansion state in the
liquid piston. Fast accelerations of the pump impeller speed occur during the valves commutation and induce the formation of
transient flow in the system. The dynamics of these transitional periods is a really important aspect of the REMORA system.
ODySEA, a laboratory demonstrator of this storage system with a few kW average power was constructed. In this study, a
transient model of ODySEA hydraulic system is developed on 20-sim with bond graph method. The results will allow to know the
flow’s behaviour and to optimize system’s operation especially during transient period.

Figure 1 Remora hydraulic system in pump mode
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Abstract
The study focuses on a booster pump used to feed the main pump of one unit of the FMHL
hydropower plant (Veytaux I). From the beginning of the operation of the power plant,
vibrations have been observed on this booster pump with sometimes the presence of
cavitation erosion. The visualisations carried out show that a cavitating vortex develops at
the suction side of the booster pump runner and causes the measured vibrations. The
booster pump is running without any modification since the beginning of the operation of the
power plant, however future mechanical failures cannot be excluded, since in these harsh
conditions, the permissible mechanical strain shall be exceeded.
Flow numerical investigations have been carried out using OpenFOAM and shown the
presence of vortices below the bell of the booster pump. The main vortex observed is
assumed to be responsible for the vibrations due to its interaction with the runner blades and
to promote the inception of cavitation, which could explain the cavitation erosion observed.
Several modifications of the chamber have been considered by simulation. Two of them
provide a solution to suppress or at least to damp the vibrations due to the presence of
vortices in the bell inlet.
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